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Abstract
This thesis discusses a specific network design problem and solution approach to
reduce latency in a global data network. The network can be described as a frame
relay network with a centralized hub site and remote sites that connect directly to the
hub. The work is supported by a case study in which a company would like to provide
connectivity between the hub and the remote sites at minimum cost. Content engines
offer one way in which to achieve this goal. The research investigates the feasibility, cost
savings, and effect on network latency given the optimal location of content engines at
remote sites.
1 Introduction
Efficient network design has become increasingly important over the last decade. The
Internet boom has demanded faster, bigger, and more dependable networks, especially for
large enterprises. 1\lany companies rely on multiple computer applications to run all aspects
of their business and, as a result, reliable, responsive computing environments are critical.
Because of limited financial resources, companies need to provide these network services at
minimum cost.
This thesis examines the network design problem for a company that operates at hun-
dreds of locations throughout the world. Each location is connected to a hub site, most often
via a leased frame relay connection. In the current configuration, each site has an assigned
bandwidth (committed information rate) based upon the number of users and the amount
of network traffic at the site. At some sites, users are experiencing slow response times.
The company is investigating methods to improve the service at these sites. However, any
improvements must be made in a way that minimizes the cost of providing network service
subject to providing a reasonable overall customer experience.
The overall customer experience is measured in terms of latency, which is the round trip
time that it takes a packet to travel between a remote site and the hub. For the user, this
provides some measure of response time for a web page request or sending of an e-mail,
as these tasks are generally decomposed into multiple packets for subsequent transmission.
Latency is a common measure of network performance, and it is a function mainly of
distance. bandwidth, and traffic arrival rate. This research inwstigates the potential impact
of changing the bandwidth assigned to a remote site as well as the introduction of equipment
that ma~' potentially reduce the traffic arrival rate. Optimization models are de\'cloped to
simult aneously determine the proper circuit bandwidt h for each site and the best equipment
locations in order to minimize network costs subject to a ma..,imum latenc~' limit. \Ve refer
to this problem as the Network Design ~lodel to Reduce LateJ1C~' (l\D~lRL).
This thrsis is organized as follows. The det ails of the compan~"s network design and
background information on the proposed approaches for improving latency arc included in
the remainder of Section 1. The relevant literature is revie\n~d in Section 2. The formulation
(If the optimization problem is presented in Section 3. A description (If the computational
experiments and the results arc prO\'ided in Section 4. The conclusions of this stud~' are
presented in Section 5 al(lng with ideas for future re."earch.
1.1 Network Design Case Study
The company's global network is built around a core of three hub sites. The world head-
quarters and the corporate network hub are located in the United States; the other two
major hubs are located in Europe and Asia. The corporate hub in the United States is also
the main hub for all sites in North America. The bulk of the network data resides at the cor-
porate hub, but both the European hub and the Asian hub have similar core infrastructures
that house servers for critical applications, such as email, DNS (domain name services),
software distribution, and domain controllers. This study focuses on the North America
network but can be extended easily to the other two hubs and other telecommunications
applications. The study considers 141 remote sites in the the North America network that
have dedicated point-to-point frame relay connections to the hub.
The following networking terms will be used throughout the thesis:
Wide Area Network (WAN): a computer network that spans a large geographical area
Bandwidth (or link capacity): the I1Hn:imum amount of data that can be transmitted
across a \VAN link, usually measured in the number of bits that can be transmitted
in one second
Utilization: the percentage of bandwidth that is actually being used on the WAN link
Latency: the round trip time for one packet to travel from a remote site to the hub
Congestion: the slow response that happens when the amount of traffic exceeds the link
capacity (usuall~' measured in terms of the number of packets dropped)
Packet Loss: the dropping of packets that occurs when a link is congested, resulting in
lost dat a
Kbps: kilohits per second, \\'hich is equivalent to 1024 bits per second
I\lbps: megnhits per second, which is pqui\'alent to 1.048.576 bits per second
Fi~lre 1 shows a basic own'ie\\" of tl1(' compan~"s network. There is a main \\':\?\ router
thnt rp$ide$ in the data cpntpr at the 1mb site (Hub e\'p?\ routN). 1'hp total link cnpncit~'
to this \\"A?\ ranter from the \\'Ai\ provider's network is ·14 :-lbps. ?\ptwork trnffic from
tl1(' liS huh is sent to its de$tination via the eYP7\ router. ?\etwork trnffie originating at
a Held site exits thp remote \\"A7\ site via the remote sitp \\":\?\ router anel then trawls to
its destination, which may be a server on the hub LAN or one of the Internet circuits (also
located at the hub). All Internet traffic from the remote sites is routed back to the hub via
a dual redundant circuit including one 22 Mbps circuit and one 19 Mbps circuit.
1\10st congestion in the network occurs either on the remote site \VAN leased line or
on the Internet circuit. This study will be concerned with the congestion from the remote
sites to the hub, since this is where network statistics are monitored and where bandwidth
changes can be made.
Hub WAN
44 Mb
Hub eVPN Router
Remote
Site WAN Remote SIte
Leased line WAN Router
Cont€fll Engine
PC Client
Figure 1: Current Global Network Configuration.
1.2 Improving Latency
In thi~ study. the u~er's network experience is measured in terms of latenc~'. Latency i~
widcl~' recognized a.<; an important mea.sure of network performance. It is the single most
import ant factor to address when optimizing applicat ion performance and the mer experi-
ence according to a Gartner Research stud~' b~' Fabbi [4]. Fabbi argue~ that \\'hile h;l\'ing
enough band\\'idth at each site is important. the band,,'idth is "Til-utilized onl~' if latency
i~~l1("S arc considered. In his stud~'. F;lbbi reports th;lt I;ltenr~' is rcspon~iblc for more tlwn
so perrent of the tot;ll applirat ion deb~' of ;I 128 Kbps ne!\\'ork to 95 perrent of ;I 1:;4·1 Kbps
pipe, ;lnd he notes that glob;lliz;ltion of nct",orks is gre;ltl~' ;lffecting latenc~' p;lwmet('r~ be-
cause of increased dependency on the network; for example, using enterprise application
software such as SAP on a global basis increases the network traffic flow significantly across
the LAN and WAN.
Bartlett, Sevcik and 1\1oore [1] discuss the importance of maximizing the utilization at
WAN sites and argue that latency and packet loss need to be controlled in order to realize
this goal. They point out that a delay slightly larger than 100 milliseconds is noticeable and
that a delay exceeding 250 milliseconds would be 'objectionable'. In addition, they indicate
that the decision of what size circuit to buy can be best determined by figuring out what
the maximum utilization should be (based upon latency and packet loss). This concept will
be studied as part of the model in this study.
Latency is a function mainly of distance, bandWidth, and traffic arrival rates. There
are a number of approaches to improving network latency, each one directed at one or
more of the components. Fabbi [4] notes that the best approach would be to improve
applicat ions by improving the actual interface itself. One class of approaches focuses on
protocol improvements both for HTi\lL and related protocols as well as for application
layer protocols. However, the present study investigates t he impact of approaches such as
changing the bandwidth, distance, or arrival rate, and/or adding a contcnt enginc at a site.
A content engine is a network appliance that can be used to cache web traffic and store
streaming media for on-demand viewing. Since both web and multimedia applications are
bandwidth-intensive, locating a content engine at a remote site offers a way to alleviate some
of the load on the circuit connecting the remote site to the hub. Instead of retrieving content
from servers at the hub or from the Internet, users may find that the content enginc has
the cached web content or the stored streaming media that they need, thereby eliminating
the nced to request the content \'ia the circuit. The hub site has a se\'eral 'root' content
cngines that store content intended for the remote sites and a content management device
that 'pushes' the content to the remote sites with content engines. The company in this ca.."e
stud~' relies hem'ily on multimedia as a means to provide important emplo~'ee training :md
pertincnt information remotel~·. This information is (idcall~') located on a content cnginc.
In the solution being studied. a remote site can house one content engine. \\"hich residcs
on the local LAN. The t:,-'pe of content engine being evaluated is a snwller model specificall~"
designed for being deplo~'Cd at remote sikc;. To date. the comp:m~' has deplo~'ed scwral
content engines as part of a pilot project. Thesc content engines are being llsed at sewral of
the larger remote sites. These sites \H're selected based on size: no formal selection proc<'."s
W,lS IIsC'd wl1('n t hC'~" \n're inst ailed.
The main objective of this research is to develop a framework for investigating the perfor-
mance impacts of introducing content engines and selecting circuit sizes in the company's
frame relay network. In particular, an optimization model is developed that determines
where to locate content engines and what size circuit to lease at each site in such a way
as to minimize total cost subject to maximum latency constraints. The total cost includes
the costs of leasing the frame relay circuits and the costs of adding content engines to the
network.
2 Literature Review
The ND!\1RL problem involves two types of decisions - where to locate equipment (content
engines) and how to size network links (circuits). As such, the problem combines aspects
of facility location and network design, both of which have been extensively studied in the
literature. However, the NDMRL problem has some unique features not well captured by
models in the facility location or network design literature.
In facility location models, if a facility is located at a site, then it is assumed that any
demand at that site (and any others assigned to that site) is served completely by the facility
at that node. In the NDMRL model, however, a content engine located at a site serves only
some of the traffic requests from that site. The site also requires service from the hub node.
Therefore, existing facility location models arc not appropriate for the ND!\lRL problem.
If we ignore the location decision, the NDMRL problem can be viewed a.'i a special case
of an access network design problem. The key questions that arise in access network design
are how to connect the remote sites to a central location and, in some ca.'ies, what size to
select for the links. The I\D~lRL problem is a special case in that a star topology already
ha.'i been specified. so onl~' t he link sizing decisions remain. In a st ar topology, there is a
direct connection between each site and the central location.
The latency constraints are a key feature of the I\D~lRL model. Latenc~' include.'i time
spent in the buffers at the routers and switches: time spent in the buffers depends in part
on the sen'ice rate. thus on the circuit size. Since circuit size is a decision variablr in the
model. the time in the queue cannot be calculated independently of the circuit size. To
capture the d~'namic and stochastic nature of the s~·stem. we model the net"'ork C'quipment
at each site as a queueing s~'stcm and \\"{' cxplicitl~' model the "'niting time calculation in the
constraints of the problem. Our work is in thc spirit of n class of problems known ns facilit~·
locntion problems with conge$tion. ~lost of thc rescnrch on bcilit~' ]ocntion problems with
(j
congestion has been developed in the context of locating emergency services. See Berman
and Krass [3] for a review of work in this area. More closely related to our research is the
paper by Berger and Raghavan [2] in which the authors incorporate a queueing model into
a discrete hub location model for an access network design problem. Integrating a queueing
model into a facility location or network design model tends to give rise to an optimization
model with nonlinear constraints; as a result, most of the models are solved via heuristics.
In this research, the latency constraints give rise to a set of nonlinear constraints, however,
an equivalent linear formulation can be developed for the model.
3 Formulations
In this section, optimization models for the NDMRL problem are developed. Given a hub
and a set of remote sites, the objective of the NDi\lRL problem is to determine where to
locate content engines and what circuit size to lease between each site and the hub so as to
minimize total cost subject to maximum latency constraints.
3.1 Parameters and Notation
We define the following notation for the optimization models:
Sets
! set of remote sites
l\ set of circuit sizcs
Parameters
>., packet arriyal rate at location i without a content cnginc. Vi E !
>., packet arri"al rate at locat ion i wit h a content cngine. Vi E !
" cost of inst alling a content engine at locat ion i. Vi E !
11l,k' monthl~' cost of leasing a circuit of size ~. at location i. Vi E 1. Vh E !\'
n, maxinmm latency allO\\'ecl at site i. Vi E !
Ii, distance (in meters) between location i and the 1mb. VI E !
ElL] expected packet length
.h bandwidth of circuit size k (in bits per second). \;k E !\'
11\ .h/EfL]. m:l.-Ximlll11 sC'rvice rate of a circuit of size k. \;k E !\'
-I
T total bandwidth of circuit at hub site
s speed of light in a fiber optic cable (2 x 108 meters per second)
3.2 Nonlinear Formulation
We now define our first formulation, which requires the use of two classes of binary variables.
Decision Variables
I if a circuit of size k is leased for location i, 'Vi E I, 'Vk E 1<
G otherwise
{~
{
if a content engine is placed at site i, 'Vi E I
otherwise
Objective Function
~linimize L e,x, + L L 771,k Z,k (1)
'EI 'EI kEK
subject to L Z,k I 'Vi E I (2)
kEJ(
L L fhzth' < T (3)
iE I kE}{
d, I (4)
- +Xi'
LkEK 11kZ,k - \
+
s
I (5)(I-x,)· < 0, 'Vi E I
LkE}\' /1k Z,k - A,
x, E {G, I} 'Vi E I (6)
Z,k E {G, I} 'Vi E I. 'Vk E J( (7)
The objective function (1) minimizes the sum of the content engine costs and the circuit
lea~e costs. Constraints (2) require that a circuit be leased for each location i. Constraint
(3) restricts the aggregate bandwidth to be at most the total bandwidth available at the
1mb site. Constraints (4) are the latency constraints for the sites. Constraints (5) and (6)
restrict the \"ariab!c.s to be binary. There are 987 binar~" variables and 283 constraints in
this model.
L:1teI1C~' includes three components: propagation dela~·. transmit dda~' and queueing
dela~·. The propagation dela~" is the amount of time for one bit to propagate (trawl) the
lengt h of a circuit. The rate at which a signal propagates depends on the medimll in use:
for om model. we assume a fiber optic cable with a propagation rate of 2.0 x lOs m/s. To
c3kulate till' prop:1gation dela~" a,,~ociated with a circuit of length d, meters. we divide ci,
by 2.0 X Wi! m/s. The transmit time is the amount of time required to transmit packets;
typically transmit time is measured with respect to average packet length. Then, transmit
time can be calculated as the average packet length (E[L]) divided by the data rate of the
circuit (/3k). The queueing delay captures the amount of time packets spend in the buffer
waiting to be transmitted. The time spent in the queue typically is represented by the
average time in the queue. To compute average time in the queue, we model the network at
each site as an ~·I/~1/1/oo queue. We assume a single class of traffic with a packet arrival
rate of Al (~I) and a single "server" with a maximum service rate of Ilk = (3k/ ElL] if a
circuit of size k is installed. The installed circuit size is a decision variable, so L.kE/\ IlkZlk
is the expression that represents the bandwidth of the installed circuit. For an M/},I/l/oo
queueing model with an arrival rate of AI and a service rate of L.kE/\ IlkZik, the expected
waiting time in the system is 2: 1. ,\; the time in the system includes both time in
kEK1Jk-.k- I
t he queue and transmit time. The latency constraint (4) follows easily from here.
As formulated, the model is a 0-1 integer program with a set of nonlinear constraints.
which make the problem difficult to solve. The next section describes an equivalent formu-
lation in which all of the constraints are linear.
3.3 Linear Formulation
Instead of explicitly including the latency calculation as a constraint. as in (4). an alter-
nati\'e formulation can be developed in which only feasible configurations arc included as
possibilities in the model. A configuration at a site specifics a circuit size and whether or
not a content engine is installed. A configuration is feasible if the corresponding latency
is no larger than the maximum latency mlue. Since a configuration specifics a particular
circuit size and a content engine or not. it associated cost can be easil~' calculated. Using
this idea. an equi\-alent formulation can be developed in which the latency calculation is
performed as a preprocessing step. ~loreo\"Cr. rather than having two decision ,'<uiables (i.e.
one for placing a cont ent engine and one for determining the circuit size). we can usc OIle
decision variable to determine the optimal configuration at each location. Of course. this
comes at a price. as \\'(, must enumerate these combinations a priori. In the new model.
.7 = 0 deIlote." a configuration without a content engine and .i = 1 denote." a configuration
wit h a content engine. Sl'wral nl'w para.ml'tcrs for the new formulat ion arc required:
Parameters
f, fixed ('('1st of circuit at sitl' i. "\"i E I
Vk variable cost of circuit of size k, Vk E /{
9,1.- total cost of service at site i without a content engine and with bandwidth
size k, Vi E I, Vk E /{
h'k total cost of service at site i with a content engine and with bandwidth
size k, Vi E I,Vk E /{
Decision Variables
if a content engine is placed at site i with bandwidth k, Vi E I,
Vk E I<, Vj E J
otherwise
Objective Function
!'.1inimize L L 9,kYiOk + L L h,kYtlk
lEI kEl{ lEI kEI{
subject to LL L thY,)k < T
'EI )EJ kE/\
L L Y,)k Vi E I
jEJ kEl{
y,jk E {O, 1} Vi E I, Vj E J, Vk E ](
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11 )
The objective function (7) minimizes the total cost based upon the cost of not placing
a content engine (when j = 0) or placing a content engine (when j = 1) plus the total cost
of leasing the circuits. Constraint (8) ensures that the total bandwidth docs not exceed T,
the bandwidth at the hub. Constraints (9) ensure that each site has a circuit and is thus
connected to the hub. Again, the decision \·ariable.<; are binary. 11..<; in (10). The problem has
1692 variables and 142 constraints, all linear.
As latenc~' varies depending on ,,'hether or not a content engine is placed at the location.
the total cost is dependent on two parameters: latenc~' at the site with a content engine
and latency at the site without a content engine. The miL-xinmm latenc~' value is checked
against tllC'se '-alues. and if the latenc~' without a content engine is le,<;s than the miL-ximum.
the total cost is equal to the cost of a content engine plus the cost of the circuit at that
location. Otherwise. the latel1c~' ,,'ithout a content C'ngine is checked against the maximul11
latenc~' ,'aille. and the total cost equals the cost of the circuit, If neither latenc~' "aim' is
k",.<; than the maxin11l111 value. then total cost is set to a large ,'alue. ~Iathematicall~'. this
pre-proccssing check can be stated as follows:
10
For all i E I, J.: E ]{
if j = 0
if j = 1
. d, 1
If - + So,
S /lk - >.,
then gik = i, + 'Uk
else g,k = 00
. d, 1
If - + . So,
Silk - A,
then h'k = c, + i, + 11k
else h'k = 00
4 Computational Experiments
In this section. we describe the methods for data collection and the experimental design. We
report t he results of the computat ional experiments on the base model and the sensit ivity
analysis.
4.1 Data Collection
The data for this research was collected via existing monitoring tools. Some items of note:
• The cost of a content engines is based upon list price.
• The sampie size is 141 si tcs in j\art h America,
• Average arrival rate is based on average measurements O\'er a 6-mont h period from
~Ia~' 2005 until October 2005.
• Average arri\'al rate after deplo~'ing a content engine isln<;ed upon statistics that are
collected from test contmt engines currentl~' in the field.
• ~[:L'Xium a1I00\'ed \a tenc~·. or CI,. is a fixed value of 200 milliseconds for all sit ('s i. as
<ktermin('d b~' the s('f\'ice Iewl agrccments at the compan~'.
• Tot al cost of ('.1ch circuit is ba..<:ecl upon a predetermined vnlue wit h t he network vendor.
conHTt('d to an annual cost.
• All <bta. C'xcept for the confidential \'ulucs for f" is gi\'C'n in the Appendix.
11
• The original data for E[L] was modified to 512 if the data collected for that circuit
was less than 512, since the minimum ethernet packet length is 512.
4.2 Base Model Results
The linear formulation was modeled using the AI\lPL modeling language and solved with
the CPLEX solver, version 9.1 [5].
The optimal objective function value for this base model was computed to be $1.24
million. The optimal configuration is given in Table 1. As shown in the table, 13 content
engines were placed in the network with all five circuit sizes in use, although no site required
the maximum bandwidth circuit size. The locations chosen to have content engines were
either 512 Kbps sites or 128 Kbps sites originally, indicating that the use of a content
engine could allow them to use a lower bandwidth of 56 Kbps. The largest sites at 1544
Kbps seemed to get a reduction in bandwidth size but no content engine assignment.
Table 1: Solution for Base I\lodel.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,15,1 i-21 ,26,28,29,32,33,36,41 ,42,44,48,52,54-5i,60,64,iO, i 4- i8,80.
82,S5,88,91-94,9i,102,103,106,lOi,110,112,113,116-121,123, 125-12i.
131,132,134,136,140
2 4,14, 22,34,35,3i,38,43,46,51 ,53,86, 105,109,122, 124,12S-130, 133, 13S
3 1-3,5,12,13, 16,2i,30,40,4i,49,58,59,61-63,66,68, i2, i3, i9,81 ,83,84,96,
99,100, lOS, Ill, 115, 135, 13i,139,141
4 10,11,31 ,39,45,69,S9,90, 104,
5 65
Locations with content engines
1 23.24,25.50.6i, ii, i6,Si,95,9S, 101,114, liS
4.3 Sensitivity Analysis
A number of factors arc likely to influence the model's solution. In particular. we expect that
the locat ions selected for content engines and t he circuit size$ will \'ar~' wit h the m3.xinmll1
latenr~' "alue. the ani"al rates. and the costs. \Ye haw de$igned a set of experiments to
inn'stigate the impact of the$e factors.
4.3.1 Change in I\1a..xil1111l11 Latency Value
In thc first experimcnt. the ma.:'in1llm latcnr~' "alues \\'ere "aried to c\'aluate the e!Tect on
the optimal solution. The 0, \',1Iue$ used wcn' 0.1. n.15. n.25. and n.;) seconds. :\ote that
12
the original value was 0.2 seconds. Table 2 reports the resulting objective function values,
and the tables thereafter show the solutions corresponding to each maximum latency value.
The numbers in bold represent changes from the base model values.
According to the results, the objective values for the scenarios in which maximum latency
is less than 0.2 seconds are larger. As expected, this indicates that, with more strict latency
requirements, a more expensive configuration is needed. By looking at the percentage
change in the objective value versus the percentage change in the maximum latency value,
we can note that the model is more sensitive when the latency is reduced than when it is
increased.
Note that when 0\ = 0.1 and j = 1, no sites were selected to receive content engines.
Table 2: Objective function values when altering maximum latency 0\.
OJ % ~o, Objective Value % ~ Objective Value
100 -50% $1,306,284 +5.4%
150 -25% $1,272,272 +2.7%
250 +25% $1,215,364 -1.9%
300 +50% $1,207,636 -2.5%
Table 3: Configuration when 0, = 0.1 for j = o.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6,7,9, 15,17-20,23-25,28,29,31,32,33,36,41,44,50,52,55-57,65-67,
70,71,72,74,75,76,77,78,80,82,87,88,91-92,94,95,97,98,101,102,103,105.
107,108,110,113,114,116,117,118,120,121,123,125-126,131,134,136.140
2 4,8,14,21 ,22,26,34,35,38,42,43,46,48,51,53,54,60, 64,85.86,93,
97,106,109,112,119,127,129,132,138
3 13,30.37,58,83,96.100,111,122,124,128,130,133,137, 139.141
4 1-3,5.10.11.12,16.27,31,40.45,47,49,59. 61-63.68.69,73.79,81.
84.89.90,99.104.115,135
5 39.45
1J
Table 4: Configuration when 0t == 0.15.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6,7,9, 15,17-21,23-25,28,29,31,32,33,36,41,44,48,50,52,55-57,64,65-67,
70,71,72,74,75,76,77,78,80,82,87,88,91-93,94,97,98,101,102,103,107,
110,113, 114,116,117,118,119,120,121,123,125-126,131,132,134,136,140
2 4,8,14,22,26,34,35,37,38,42,43,46,51,53,54,60,85,86,97, 105,106,109,112,
124,127,128-130,138
3 3,12,13,16,30,40,58,63,83,84,96,100,108,111,115,122,133,137,139,141
4 1-2,5,10,11,27,31,39,45,47,49,59, 61-62,68,69, 73,79,81,89,90,
99,104,135
5 45
Locations with content engines
1 25,50,71,76,87,95,98
Table 5: Configuration when 01 == 0.25.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,14,15,17-21 ,22,26,28,29,32,33,36,38,41 ,43,42,44,48,51. 52,54-57.60.64.
70,74- 78, 80.82,85.88,91-94,97,102.103.106,110.112,113,116-121.
123,125-127,131.132.136,138,140
2 3,4,11.13.34,35,37.40.46,53.58.86.105.108.109.111.115,122.124.
128-130.133.141
3 1-2.5.12.16.27.30.31.39.47,49.59.61-63.66.68.69.72.7:3.79.81.83.84.
96.99.100.104.135. 137.139
4 10,45.89.90
5 1-::6,.......5_-:--_--:-: -:- _
_____1 Locations with content engines
1 I 23.24.25.50.67.71.76.87.95.98.101.10i .114.118.134
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Table 6: Configuration when 0'\ = 0.3.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,14,15,17-21,22,26,28,29,32,33,34,35,36,38,41,43,42,44,48.51, 52.
54-57,60,64,70,74-78, 80,82,85,88,91-94,97,102,103,106,110,112,
113,116-121,123,125-127,131,132,136,138,140
2 3,4,11-13,37,40,46,53,58,84,86,96,99,105,108,109, Ill, 115, 122,124,
128-130,133,141
3 1-2,5,16,27,30,31,39,47,49,59,61-63,66,68,69,72,73,79,81,83,100,104,
135, 137,139
4 10,45,65,89,90
Locations with content engines
1 23,24,25,50,67,71,76,87,95,98,101,107,114,118,134
4.3.2 Accounting for Percentage of Web Traffic
In the base model, the packet arrival rates associated with the usc of a content engine were
based solely upon http traffic. These value were obtained by surveying the pilot content
engine web caching statistics for an approximate percentage of savings on http traffic.
However, the packet arrival rates associated without the usc of a content engine were based
upon all types of network traffic arriving at the site. Since it is not possible to measure
what percent age of the total traffic is http, we estimated the value and then varied it to
see how it affects the solution. In the experiments, we adjust the packet arrival rate with
a content engine (,\\) by varying the percentage of http savings in order to account for the
fact that not all traffic at the site is http. In other words, we calculated the packet arrival
ratc wit h a content engine as follows:
,\\ = A, (1 - ') (current percent age))
;\otc that in thc hasc model. ') is cqual to 1. Thrce a1tcrnate value,,, of') wcre evaluated:
0.2S. O.S. and 0.7S. Thc objectiw \-alue for cach \-aluc of') turned out to he 81.24 million.
Results for each \'aluc of 1 arc giwn in 1~'lblcs 7. 8. and 9. The intercsting result from this
cxperimcnt \\'as that the solutions had the same objcctiw \-alues as thc basc model. and thc
SiHne configurations of bandwidth \-ahlC$ and content engine placcments. In other words.
each run of the experiment resulted in the same solution that is found in Table 1.
It can then be a$sllmed that thc packet arrh'al rates with the content engine are still
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relevant even though they do not account for the all types of packets arriving at the site.
Attempting to include this fact in the model by varying the ~i values does not make much
of a difference in the overall solution.
Table 7: Configuration when I = 0.25.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,15, 17-21,26,28,29,32,33,36,41,42,44,48,52,54-57,60,64,70,74-78,80,
82,85,88,91-94,97,102,103,106,107,110,112,113,116-121,123,125-127,
131,132,134,136,140
2 4,14,22,34,35,37,38,43,46,51 ,53,86,105,109,122,124, 128-130,133,138
3 1-3,5,12,13,16,27,30,40,47,49,58,59,61-63,66,68,72,73,79,81,83,84,96,
99,100,108,111,115,135,137,139,141
4 10,11,31,39,45,69,89,90,104,
5 65
Locations with content engines
1 23,24,25,50,67,71,76,87,95,98,101,114,118
Tablc 8: Configuration whcn I = 0.5.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,15,17-21,26,28,29,32,33,36,41,42,44,48,52,54-57,60,64,70, 74-78,80,
82,85,88,91-94,97,102,103,106,107,110,112,113,116-121,123,125-127,
131,132,134,136,140
2 4,14,22,34,35,37,38,43,46,51,53,86,105,109,122, 124,128-130,133,138
3 1-3,5,12,13,16,27,30,40,47,49,58,59,61-63,66,68,72,73,79,81,83.84,96,
99,100,108,111,115,135,137,139,141
4 10,11,31,39,45,69,89,90,104,
5 65
Locations with content engines
1 23.24.25.50,67.71.76.87,95,98,101.114,118
Table 9: Configuration when ~I = 0.75.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,15,17-21,26,28,29,32,33,36,41,42,44,48,52,54-57,60,64,70,74-78,80,
82,85,88,91-94,97,102,103,106,107,110,112, 113, 116-121, 123, 125-127,
131,132,134,136,140
2 4,14,22,34,35,37,38,43,46,51,53,86,105,109,122, 124, 128-130,133,138
3 1-3,5,12,13,16,27,30,40,47,49,58,59,61-63,66,68,72, 73, 79,81,83,84,96,
99,100,108,111,115,135,137,139,141
4 10,11,31,39,45,69,89,90,104,
5 65
Locations with content engines
1 23,24,25,50,67,71,76,87,95,98,101,114,118
4.3.3 Adjusting the Circuit Costs
In the third experiment, we varied the circuit costs to evaluate their effect on the solution.
We used the following procedure to determine the adjustment parameters. The original
cost values for each bandwidth type (Vk-) were plot ted against the bandwidt h values Uh).
Then, a regression line was fit to the data points and an equation for the regression line
was found. The equation was in the form
where a is the cost parameter that was manipulated. The mlue for a is 140 in the base
model. The other \'alues for a were 100, 120. 160. and 180.
The objective function values for this experiment arc reported in Table 10. The solutions
corresponding to each \'alue of a arc also shown in the Tables 11. 12. l.'3, and 14. Again the
values in bold are t he differences from the base model.
\\'hen tl1f' cost is low (i.e .. a = 100). the model is more inclined to choose circuib of
\'ar~'ing size.' and fewer content engines. However. as the cost increases, the model tends to
choose more content engine.'; and more circuits of a small brU1d\\'idt h value. This indicates
that the cost is too expensive for a higher circuit and that the better configuration is to use
smaller circuits in conjunction with content engine.';.
In addit ion. t he percent age change in the ohjectivc \11lue dccrease.'; rapidl~' [IS (J dC(Te[lses.
Examining the perccnt age change in object j\'C \'"Iues from the b[1SC model also indic[1t e5
Ii
that total cost decreases at a greater rate than it increases when the circuit costs are altered.
This experiment suggests that if the cost of a circuit were to continue to increase, then
the company would be more likely to use content engines than they are today with respect
to the base model. Therefore, content engines could be an economical solution in the long
term.
Table 10: Sensitivity of objective function value to circuit costs.
a % .6.a Objective value % .6. Objective value
100 -28.6% $982,313.56 -20.7%
120 -14.3% $1,116,635.08 -9.9%
160 +14.3% $1,317,963.90 +6.4%
180 +28.6% $1,365,921.21 +10.2%
Table 11: Configuration when a = 100.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 7-9,19-21,26,41,42,48,54,56,60,64,70,74,76-78,85,88,92,93,97,103,106,
112,113,118,119,123,125-127,131,132,134,136,140
2 4,6, 14,15,22,28,29,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,43,44,46,51,52,53,55,57,
75,80,82,86,91,102,105,107,109,110,116,117,120,121, 122,124,
128-130,133,138
3 1-3,5,12,13,16,17,27,30,40,47,49,58,59,61-63,66,68,72.73,79,81,83,84,96.
99,100,108,111,115,135,137,139,141
4 10,11,18,31,39,45,69,89,90,94,104,
5 65
Locations with content engines
1 25
IS
Table 12: Configuration when a = 120.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,15,19-21,23,24,26,28,29,32,33,36,41,42,44,48,50,52,54-57,60,64,70,
71,74,75,76,77,78,80,82,85,87,88,91-94,95,97,98,101, 102, 103, 106,107,
110,112,113,114,116,118,119-121,123,125-127,131,132,134, 136,140
2 4,14,22,34,35,37,38,43,46,51,53,86,105,109,122, 124,128-130,133,138
3 1-3,5,12,13,16,17,27,30,40,47,49,58,59,61-63,66,68,72, 73,79,81,83,84,96,
99,100,108,111,115,117,135,137,139,141
4 10,11,18,31,39,45,69,89,90,104,
5 65
Locations with content engines
1 25,67
Table 13: Configuration when a = 160.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 6-9,10,11-13, 15,17-21,22,26,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,36,38,39,41 ,42,43,44,
45,46,48,49,51, 52, 54-57,58,60,64,65,66,69,70,72,74-78,80,82,83,85,
88,89,90,91-94,96,97,100,102,103, 104,105,106,107,108,110,112,11:3,
116-121,123,125-127,129,131,132,134,136,137,138,139,140
2 4,14,35,37,46,53,86,109,122,124,128,130,133
3 1-3,5,12,16,27,40,47,59,61-63,68,73,79,81,84,99, Ill, 115, 135, 141
Locations with content engines
1 23,24,25,50,67,71,76,87,95,98,101,114,1 18,126
Table 14: Configuration when a = ISO.
Circuit size Locations without content engines
1 1-3,5,6-8,10-13,15.16,17-21,22 .26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,36,38-40.42.
43.44,45-47.48.49,51,52, 54-57,58-61,64.65.66,68.69,70,72.73,74-78.
79,80,81,82,83,84,85,88,89,90,91-94,96.97.99.100.102.103.104105.106.
107. 108,109.110.111.112,113.115.116-121,122,124.123.125-127.129.
1.11.132,134.136.137.138.139,140
2 I 4.14.35.37.46.53,86.128,130,133
3 1-;1:-3_5._1.-;11__-:-:-- ---.,- _
_____1 Locations with content engines
1 I 9.23.24.25,41,50.60,67.71,76.87.%.98.101.114.118.126
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4.3.4 Restricting the Model to Use Larger Circuit Sizes
Although the base model gives us a potentially feasible solution for implementation, it does
not necessarily offer the most realistic solution for the company in this case study. The
solution to the base model selects many smaller circuits, which may not be feasible for
many of the larger remote sites at the company due to requirements not captured in this
model. A circuit with a smaller bandwidth will not necessarily be able to handle the traffic
as it does with the existing circuit today.
In order to make the model more representative of the current design, we developed a
variation of our model in which we restrict the set of feasible circuit sizes. Given a current
circuit size of k, the only feasible choices are k -1, k, and k+ 1. These options were selected
since the company would likely only consider changing bandwidth by one size.
Including this restriction and solving the base model, we obtained an objective function
value of $1,440,088, or an increase of 16.2%. The optimal configuration scenario is given in
Table 15. Although this model offers a more realistic view of the types of circuits that would
be used at this company, note that it does not choose to use any content engines. Thus,
if the company wants to achieve the savings offered by the content engine, they cannot
restrict the choice of bandwidth size.
Table 15: Base l\lodel Solution with Circuit Size Restriction.
Circuit Size Locations without content engines
1 2,12,25,27,37,42,53,84,85,93,97,108,111,133
2 1,3,5,9,11,15,16,22,38,40,41,48,60-63,65,67,72,81,86,
117,119,124,135,136
3 4,6-8,10,13.14,19,20,23,24,26,28-33,35,36,39.44.4 7,
49,50,52, 54-59,66, 68-71.75-80,82,87-92,95,98-104,107,
110,112-116,118.120-123,125,126.128,130-132.134.137.1-10
4 21,45,83,96,109,139,141
5 17.18,34,43.46.51,64,74.94,105,106,127,129,138
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5 Conclusions
The research in this case study presents one possible solution for reducing latency in a large
corporate network. This model could be extended within the company in the case study to
include the European and Asian regions as well.
The content engine is a possible solution for improving latency, but it is just one of
many solutions. This thesis has shown that the bandwidth at remote sites plays a key role
in network efficiency. Changing the circuit size has been the most likely way to keep latency
at a reasonable level. Circuits can be expensive and methods such as using content engines
could become more valid as circuit costs rise and networks continue to develop. If the use
of content engines were to become more prevalent, investigating the possibility that remote
sites could share the content engines would be important. If the network topology were
extended to a meshed topology (rather than just a star topology), the remote sites could
transmit information to one another without having to go back to the hub. This change
could offer yet another way to reduce latency.
::!l
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Appendix
This appendix presents the original cost and arrival data used in the experiments. Ta-
bles 16 and 17 present data concerning bandwidth and original problem parameters while
the remaining Tables 18 through 21 present the original location-specific data.
Table 16: Original Data for Each Bandwidth Type.
k Vk (3k
1 2640 56000
2 4572 128000
3 5544 256000
4 6516 5120000
5 6852 768000
6 8784 1544000
Table 17: Original Data Parameters.
s
200000000
Table 18: Original Data for Locations 1 through 35.
i di Al AI E[L]
1 2055567 1.49 1.78 3198
2 864845 2.62 3.57 2684
3 4669174 1.14 1.39 2186
4 805444 8.91 12.09 512
5 2654565 0.01 0.02 4369
6 2654565 16.20 19.14 512
7 2439894 22.35 30.91 512
8 4537224 2.44 3.17 512
9 25910 2.07 2.60 512
10 25910 18.11 22.53 1028
11 25910 2.19 2.98 3557
12 392889 0.53 0.73 2769
13 922717 7.18 8.88 938
14 1143503 1.50 1.99 836
15 1365126 1.98 2.67 1497
16 1365126 1.47 1.82 2899
17 1365126 23.48 30.37 512
18 4380795 38.32 45.14 512
19 4341431 41.35 52.63 512
20 798186 3.18 4.08 336
21 1989181 2.34 3.27 434
22 3398452 2.77 3.94 628
23 3837899 4.56 5.82 482
24 501407 3.47 4.70 512
25 1102803 1.36 1.75 512
26 1102803 0.82 1.12 512
27 865731 2.94 3.57 2710
28 642144 8.99 11.51 512
29 2707834 2.04 2.86 1296
30 2035370 10.94 13.41 857
31 2035370 1.12 1.34 4166
32 1290758 9.09 11.49 512
33 443246 6.73 8.47 512
3·1 2340083 5.16 7.05 512
35 2340083 5.56 6.79 512
Table 19: Original Data for Locations 36 through 70.
i dj AI Al E[L]
35 2340083 5.56 6.79 512
36 1449327 13.69 17.32 551
37 1449327 3.21 3.88 940
38 2460655 1.15 1.54 908
39 2761747 1.40 1.73 3941
40 1937972 0.72 0.96 2460
41 1365126 2.99 3.58 360
42 4581062 1.04 1.38 512
43 38801 8.45 11.10 356
44 4347755 10.06 13.02 512
45 155350 2.33 3.20 5512
46 1785181 6.75 8.09 512
47 1721918 1.02 1.27 3741
48 958525 1.49 1.98 512
49 4329843 3.91 5.06 2182
50 4478981 2.11 2.48 512
51 2063887 4.87 6.10 512
52 2063887 16.33 19.37 512
53 2063887 7.24 9.01 605
54 3837320 4.42 5.39 512
55 348198 8.21 10.29 512
56 1370421 3.63 5.04 1677
57 1370421 13.47 19.22 512
58 848028 4.16 5.23 1275
59 1504624 0.50 0.67 3439
60 2663754 3.67 4.71 512
61 1988618 1.01 1.39 3071
62 1962482 1.09 1.52 3207
63 2091117 1.08 1.31 3016
64 4Sg08 0.71 O.gO 717
65 482996 4.22 5.10 5678
66 24713·11 0.51 0.71 3343
67 2471341 3.95 5.07 512
68 4338534 0.;)4 0.72 3472
69 2360682 1.30 1.78 3654
70 839563 5.55 7.35 3247
Table 20: Original Data for Locations 71 through 105.
i d AI Ai E[L]I
71 95659 2.97 4.20 512
72 1130918 1.70 2.16 2806
73 2450226 1.02 1.37 3385
74 2450226 22.03 30.06 4091
75 1803141 2.52 3.52 807
76 1281150 4.04 5.30 512
77 474467 1.97 2.58 4370
78 2426408 2.16 2.99 3330
79 2426408 0.74 1.03 4008
80 2426408 7.43 9.71 512
81 1954822 1.11 1.58 3178
82 4341801 3.05 4.25 915
83 4319769 9.36 13.01 855
84 1052302 0.60 0.71 2832
85 12875 3.22 4.35 512
86 476446 10.11 12.09 512
87 154240 1.74 2.37 616
88 485668 17.20 21.47 1082
89 4184053 44.77 52.68 512
90 4184053 41.33 48.99 512
91 863172 14.69 18.32 512
92 2378707 6.08 8.18 1394
93 2427502 0.62 0.86 512
94 115873 8.37 9.93 1968
95 4268270 2.22 2.73 512
96 131741 4.88 6.19 1280
97 285997 0.62 0.76 791
98 227803 1.78 2.36 512
99 140303 0.53 0.67 2786
100 840174 8.18 9.74 1157
101 1304293 3.46 4.79 512
102 1675391 7.83 9.73 580
103 628368 0.75 1.00 3631
104 2464694 1.00 1.23 4045
105 2464694 9.85 13.74 512
Table 21: Original Data for Locations 106 through 131.
i di >..[ >"i E[L]
106 121232 3.04 4.29 512
107 3802365 4.52 5.65 512
108 3802365 0.27 0.37 2193
109 1058739 10.15 12.92 512
110 2331441 5.91 7.48 512
III 2331714 9.78 12.74 749
112 553566 4.20 5.04 512
113 1954822 610.52 869.06 4848
114 4567672 3.97 4.90 512
115 752513 0.57 0.71 2529
116 717687 8.08 11.22 512
117 4549519 0.90 1.22 3689
118 3074233 2.90 3.55 512
119 4440615 1.21 1.46 512
120 4629648 8.09 10.44 512
121 4629648 6.70 8.77 512
122 4629648 2.88 4.00 1132
123 4629648 10.63 14.06 1081
124 4313348 0.87 1.23 1351
125 1858052 3.96 5.46 2693
126 1797525 2.83 3.38 512
127 143618 4.69 5.55 512
128 240822 8.98 11.04 689
129 2057385 8.55 11.66 512
130 4523576 10.94 13.42 512
131 3823898 13.35 17.54 512
132 3823898 1.45 1.97 512
133 4580322 1.49 2.05 1438
134 4580322 4.91 5.81 512
135 291887 1.31 1.70 3202
136 1338894 1.29 1.56 4398
137 2248366 17.83 23.03 512
138 2078323 4.55 6.27 512
139 98701 21.37 ')- ')r. 512.. { .....J
140 4343265 48.70 62.20 512
141 ~047 6.78 8.77 993
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